UNDERWATER TREADMILL FOR DOGS & SMALL ANIMALS
The AquaPaws JR. was developed as an entry level and smaller footprint alternative to our current AquaPaws product line. It offers all the basic options needed, along with a smaller chassis and the convenience of being modular. Designed for a simple self-installation, the system rolls into the facility in two pieces: an exercise chamber and a mechanical/water storage stand.

The American-Made Aqua Paws JR. is an underwater treadmill system that combines traditional treadmill training with the natural properties of water (buoyancy, resistance and hydrostatic pressure) for a rigorous cardiovascular workout with reduced impact and stress on joints. Whether a canine needs rehabilitation, is obese, has arthritis or needs conditioning or wellness training, the Aqua Paws JR. is the tool to help them.
AquaPaws JR. is a unique K9 underwater treadmill system specifically designed to give dogs and other small animals the combined benefits of treadmill exercise and hydrotherapy.

Our first modular system, AquaPaws JR. can easily be disassembled and moved. The system is comprised of two pieces on wheels that easily roll into place. Installation is easy. Simply arrange the units as desired and connect the factory-assembled and numbered plumbing with quick connect unions, fill the water storage tank and plug the electrical cord into your pre-installed 220 volt wall plug.